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Like sitting in on your Reiki course and hearing your teacher again

When you go on a Reiki course, your teacher tells you a lot of things, don't they? There's no way you could remember all the nuggets of info
they impart, the advice, the practical tips. There's a lot to take in and half the time you're a bit zonked out on the energy, anyway, what with
the attunements you're receiving.
It can all be a bit of a blur.
So I decided to do something about that, by recording everything that I would say on a live Reiki course and making it available on audio CD
and as MP3 tracks.
That way, my students can replay their Reiki course as many times as they like. And often they find that when they listen again they notice
things they didn't pick up on to begin with.
It's a powerful way of learning about Reiki, embedding the main points, or recapping after some time away from Reiki.
And I'm happy to share these recordings with you.

MP3s for First and Second Degree
My 'commentary' Reiki MP3s provide you with everything you need to hear to know what to do and to feel comfortable using Reiki for
yourself and for other people.
So, for example, listen to the First Degree MP3s and it will be just like you were sitting in on a Beginner’s Reiki course with me. Find out all
about Reiki: what it is, where it comes from and what it can do for you. Hear about the Reiki precepts and Mindfulness, and discover how to
use Reiki for yourself and to help the people around you.
The First Degree collection lasts for over an hour and complements the First Degree manual perfectly.
Click here to find out more
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